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Reusable Modern
Cloth Pocket Nappy
Wash before use
MCN stands for Modern Cloth Nappy. Throw away those safety pins, as these nappies are so easy to
use. They come with a double row of snaps to make it easy to adjust to fit your baby. They will fit
from about 6 weeks until 3 years, so should last until toilet training. These nappies have an adjustable
rise and are not bulky like the old fashion nappies were.
The outside of the nappy is made from Polyurethane Laminate (PUL). This helps to keep the outside of
the fabric dry to stop leaks. The inside is lined with micro fleece, which is a stay dry fabric. Because
it is not a natural fabric it does not absorb any moisture. This means that when used as a layer next to
the baby’s skin the moisture passes straight through into the absorbent part of the nappy, and away
from the baby’s bottom. This helps to keep baby’s bottom dry. Each nappy come with one micro fibre
insert. The insert is the absorbent part of the nappy and is placed in a pocket in between the PUL and
the micro fleece layers. We have found the micro fibre insert particularly good but you could also use
your old flat cloth nappies.
The great thing about pocket nappies is that you can add extra inserts for added absorbency. At
night add extra inserts to further increase the absorbency.
These nappies are very easy to care for. They require no soaking. They are fast drying and best of all
they will save you a lot of money over time.
Care Instructions:
Pocket nappies can be washed in cold, warm or hot (up to 75 deg C), and dry in a cool/medium drier.
Washing on hot and drying on hot won't make your EZPZ cloth nappy fall apart, it will just make the
not last as well - say maybe through 2 children instead of 3 - Polyurethane Laminate (PUL) is a very
durable fabric. Do not use chlorine bleach or fabric softeners.
Tip solids into the toilet and then rinse under a tap.
No need to soak. Store in a dry bucket (ie with no water in it).
Limit barrier creams as they can leave a residue on the micro-fleece. Liners recommended for use
with barrier creams.
Hang the pocket nappy and insert on the clothesline whenever possible as the sun is a good natural
disinfectant and stain remover.

Using Booster Inserts
Booster inserts are used to thicken the pocket nappy:
•
•

If a baby is going through a high wet stage; or
At night to help baby sleep longer.

How to use:
•
•
•
•

To thicken the nappy use 1-3 booster inserts along with the normal pocket nappy insert
provided with the pocket nappy.
Overlay the boosters and insert together into the pocket of the nappy.
When the cloth nappy has been used, remove the inserts and place in a dry bucket with the
pocket nappy.
Wash and dry the same way as the pocket nappy.

